Using Ergonomics in the Printing Industry
by Gerry Burke, BSN, MS Ms. Burke contacted the Journal regarding the initiation of Safety Solutions. These articles will challenge readers to formulate appropriate assessment questions, apply governmental regulations, and create intervention strategies. Readers are encouraged to submit comments and answers to questions posed as well as their own scenarios for publication.-Editor E very now and then, an employee presents a striking case. Occupational health nurses could unwittingly make a simple problem much more difficult if they do not ask the right questions, listen carefully, observe the employee's tasks, and communicate with health care providers. The following case was resolved quickly after discussions with the employee and his coworkers, a minor machine adjustment, a simple change in work tasks, and one health care visit. Costs were limited to those of one health care visit and the time taken to investigate and test equipment adjustments. Unlike many ergonomics cases, this is a financial and production success story with a happy, timely, and healthy ending.
In March 2006, "John," a 46year-old man who had performed press utility tasks for more than 3 years, reported right elbow and arm pain. He supported two or three skilled operators in running a gravure printing press using solventbased inks and large rolls of paper. Environmental, Health, and Safety Manager, Micro-Coax, tnc., Pottstown, PA. Contact Ms. Burke at gburke@ptd.net with comments, questions, or ideas for future Safety Solutions columns.
Ms. Burke is
The printed paper web is rewound at the outfeed end of the press, in approximately 60-inch widths, on rolls weighing between 500 and 1,800 pounds. John reported no other injury or pathology of his neck, shoulder, arm, or elbow.
John's pain was exacerbated while reaching to engage and disengage the clutch of a shaft used to rewind printed paper onto a core (Fig.  I) . The clutch stops the shaft from spinning and allows the printed paper product to be removed from the shaft. This activity occurs every 20 to 40 minutes while printing. During the previous 2 to 3 months, John worked 12-hour shifts instead of 8-hour shifts and often volunteered for overtime. He used his right hand to adjust the clutch, because the shaft obstructed his reach when he attempted to use his left hand (Fig. 2) . Fifteen coworkers perform the same job without reporting discomfort. John and his coworkers were asked to provide information about operating the clutch, and a few demonstrated the activity (Fig.  3 ). Some employees suggested that John's excessive overtime and short stature contributed to his pain.
At this point, the occupational health nurse realized that a routine letter and job safety analysis preceding John's first health care visit would not be enough. Given the nurse's difficulty understanding John's speech, an e-mail was sent to the health care provider with a letter and attached photographs to clearly convey necessary information.
The incident investigation had thus far hinted at related causes, root causes, and necessary corrections to support recovery and avoid future musculoskeletal repetitive motion injury. A list of relevant facts and questions helped to identify the steps to resolution (Sidebar).
Coworkers experimented with the outfeed process and found they could slowly lower the turret while the printed paper continued to re-
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Issues to Consider in Resolving This Problem
• Language barrier and lack of distinct enunciation by the employee.
• Significant number of mandatory and voluntary overtime hours worked.
• Does the employee want or need overtime hours? Is the employee bullied to accept overtime hours that others do not want?
• Does the employee need a social services referral to the employee assistance program for help handling overwhelming financial problems (e.g., gambling addiction, sick family member, or elder care)?
• Short stature.
• Fifteen coworkers perform the same tasks and report no symptoms.
• Are coworkers experiencing pain and not reporting it?
• Do other tasks performed by this employee also cause arm and elbow pain?
• Has the employee self·treated? What was effective? What was not?
• Has this employee taken any steps to compensate for the pain (e.g., using other muscles, changing the tasks, or asking coworkers to assist)?
• Do production schedulers realize that continuous overtime creates new hazards for the work force?
wind. The clutch could then be disengaged at a level more accessible to John, who is 4 feet II inches, a full head shorter than most of his coworkers (Fig. 4) . This procedure was not used before because a paper web break could potentially occur, resulting in downtime, wasted product , ink and topcoat splashes , and other difficulties for those who must then reweb the press. The eagerness of John's coworkers to help him find a solution may have been stimulated by a sincere concern for his welfare, with a wish to avoid the overtime John seemed to want. Their experiment worked and could be applied immediately. The improvement in John 's posture and the placement of the hand and wrist in relation to the humerus and the bones of the forearm can be seen by comparing Figures I and 4 .
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Meanwhile, John suffered the effects of inflammation as he continued to work until his health care appointment the following day. He took ibuprofen and stopped working overtime and performing the tasks that caused him pain . The health care provider administered a cortisone injection, reviewed John's job safety analysis with him, and advised John to lift and carry a 5gallon bucket of ink (40 pounds) by alternating holding the handle with the palm facing forward and then backward. John's long-term plan involved willingly reducing his overtime. He agreed to promptly report any future pain. John 's need for ongoing and excessive overt ime was an additional root cause of the problem. Root causes beyond the control of the occupational health staff included difficulty recruiting and retaining pres s employees, unreali stic promises for product delivery made to customers by the sales staff, and the resultant tumultuous product scheduling.
John 's symptoms did not recur. He was relieved and grateful to his coworkers and the occupational health professionals at the workplace and the treatment center. Superb communication, observation, and collaboration among coworkers and occupational health professionals resulted in a timely, inexpensive, and successful outcome.
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Coming Next Issue
Don, a maintenance employee, asks the occupational health nurse to encourage his supervisor to designate a second employee to accompany him when he climbs to the tops of five 12,OOO-gallon storage tanks . He checks valve function and inspects tank tops and deluge sprinkler pipes over the tanks. Don suggests that the second employee stay on the ground and record the information gathered SAFETY SOLUTIONS during the work performed on top of the tanks.
The monthly process is expected to take 45 minutes. although the annual valve check requires a few hours due to valve disassembly, parts replacements, and reassembly. This is a new procedure required by the state Department of Environmental Protection in the issuance of a new air permit at this facility. Tasks performed at heights greater than 4 feet require fall protection. These tanks exceed 20 feet and hold flammable liquids (Figs. I and 2) .
What questions must be asked to gather the information needed to help the employees work safely ? What hazards exist? What Occupational Safety and Health Administration standards apply ? What precautions must be taken ? Is specialized employee training or preparation needed? 
